MEDIA RELEASE

Fontech enriches its WiFi Solution for Small Businesses by adding
IgniteNet access points
● Fontech includes IgniteNet access points in its WiFi Solution for Small Businesses
bundle, allowing Fontech to take advantage of IgniteNet's rich portfolio and
strengthen its proposition in the small business vertical.

December 18th. Madrid & Irvine. Technology partners, Fon and IgniteNet, are collaborating in
a unique agreement in which Fon, through its technology arm Fontech, offers IgniteNet
customer-premises equipment (CPEs) as a fundamental product within the company’s Enterprise
portfolio, namely as an integral part of the WiFi Solution for Small Businesses.
Fontech’s WiFi Solution for Small Businesses allows service providers to offer user-facing
businesses the ability to provide guest WiFi services to customers by way of three products: the
WiFi Service Management Platform (WSMP), a high-level management tool for service
providers; the Fontech Merchant App used by business owners to manage the WiFi at their
locations; and an access point kept on premise. This latter product is the IgniteNet Spark AC
Wave2 Mini SP-W2M-AC1200, rebranded by Fon as the “Indoor Access Point”.
“Our solution is specifically designed so that service providers can offer small businesses a way
to provide secure, high quality guest WiFi to their clients, which is now even stronger thanks to
IgniteNet’s technology” , said Santiago López Cano, Fontech’s Director of Sales and Delivery,
about the agreement.
Ignitenet and Fon are working together to replicate that model to Fontech's other existing
solutions by taking advantage of IgniteNet's rich equipment portfolio based on the latest
802.11ac Wave2 technology which make it possible to reach up to 2Gbps+ data-rates to cater
dense and resource-demanding deployments. The current product lineup covers multiple
vertical markets including SMBs, enterprise, hospitality, education, service providers, etc.
About Fontech
Fontech, the technology arm of Fon and leader in WiFi software, makes managing and
operating WiFi smart and simple for operators and enterprises. Our software-based solutions
and team of experts empower our clients to deliver carrier-grade WiFi services in a secure,
scalable, and uniquely flexible way, enabling an exceptional WiFi experience for their
customers. We are the trusted WiFi software provider to top-tier global telcos and enterprises
such as the Deutsche Telekom Group, SoftBank, Telstra, and Vodafone Group. More
information at fontech.com.
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About Ignitenet
Headquartered in Irvine, CA, IgniteNet is a wholly owned subsidiary of SMC Networks, Inc.
IgniteNet has a proven track record of producing powerful, reliable, easy to deploy, and
innovative cloud managed wireless solutions and the industry's lowest cost 60 GHz wireless
technology through channel partners worldwide, focusing on Enterprises and Service Providers.
For more information, please visit http://www.ignitenet.com.

